
Origins of the Public Trust Doctrine 

The Public Trust Doctrine is the principle that certain resources are 
preserved for public use, and that the government is required to maintain 
them for the public's reasonable use.  

The ancient laws of the Roman Emperor Justinian held that the seashore 
not appropriated for private use was open to all.  In the Magna Carta in 
England, public rights were further strengthened at the insistence of the 
nobles that fishing weirs which obstructed free navigation be removed 
from rivers. These rights became part of the common law of the United 
States as established in Illinois Central Railroad v. Illinois. 

Illinois Central Railroad.  In that case, the Illinois Legislature had granted an enormous portion 
of the Chicago harbor to the Illinois Central Railroad. A subsequent legislature sought to revoke 
the grant, claiming that original grant 
should not have been permitted in the 
first place. The court held that common 
law public trust doctrine prevented the 
government from alienating the public 
right to the lands under navigable 
waters (except in the case of very small 
portions of land which would have no 
effect on free access or navigation). 

Natural resources.  The doctrine has 
also been used to provide public access 
across and provide for continued public interest in those areas where land beneath tidally 
influenced waters has been filled.  In most states in the United States, lakes and navigable-in-fact 
streams are maintained for drinking and recreation purposes under a public-trust doctrine. 

Mono Lake, California.  Mono Lake, an 
ancient saline lake in California's Eastern 
Sierra, was impacted by the diversion of 
its tributary streams south to Los Angeles. 
In 1983, the California Supreme Court 
ruled decreed that Mono Lake has "public 
trust values" that the state has an 
obligation to maintain - expanding the 
ancient doctrine to include recreational and 
aesthetic values and the importance of the 
lake to wildlife.  The Court ruled that the 
water rights of Los Angeles and the public 
trust values of Mono Lake had to be more 
fairly balanced, and that the water rights of the City of Los Angeles would have to be revisited to 
assure proper public trust protections. 
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Highlights from the Sponsors Answers to the Review and Comments Questions from the 
Staff of Colorado Legislative Counsel and the Colorado Office of Legislative Legal Services 

Initiative to Adopt the Colorado Public Trust Doctrine 

A “public trust doctrine” concept is largely a broad and relatively sweeping, somewhat 
undefined, concept of natural resource law and regulation that has, at its core, a concept that the 
state is to be directed to acknowledge the state’s stewardship responsibilities regarding the 
public’s ownership and interests in the public estate.  The adoption of this Colorado Public Trust 
Doctrine would infer that not only is a water right not absolute, but also, that a water right is a 
usufruct right that is servient to the public’s water estate as a matter of law, and that by leaving 
water in place, rather than it being diverted, could be a valued element of the public’s interests 
in their water.  Adoption of this Colorado Public Trust Doctrine will mandate and necessitate 
review of water rights allocated where the public’s waters have been put through the 
appropriation system.  In administering the trust, the state is not burdened with an outmoded 
classification favoring one mode of utilization over another. 

. . . certain lands uses and water uses are contravening the intent and purposes of this Colorado 
Public Trust Doctrine and are, therefore, to be rejoined in the public estate . . .with the 
understanding that those uses had been, and are, impressed with a pre-existing condition of the 
dominance of the public ownership right of water . . .  

. . . the Colorado Supreme Court gave the public’s waters to the users so that now a private 
property water usufruct-right user has a greater “right” in water than do the real owners of the 
water – the public.  And it is at this point where the Colorado Supreme Court in the People v. 
Emmert decision erred. 

The Legislative Declaration of the Colorado Water Quality Act is in conflict with proposed 
provisions of the Colorado Public Trust Doctrine due to the declaration in the act that there is a 
requirement to “reasonably protect” the uses of such waters.  No declaration of “economic 
reasonableness”, permitting the contamination or pollution of the waters that could limit public 
enjoyment of their resource is to be permitted. . . No government action that adversely impacts 
the natural environment, or impacts the people’s aesthetic enjoyment of their resources, or 
affects the public’s health would be without error. 

Could the proposed initiative be used to abrogate, invalidate, impair, or interfere with 
prior, vested water rights?  YES 

Could the proposed initiative be used to alter the timing or decrease the amount of 
diversions of prior, vested water rights?  YES 

Most water uses, such as irrigation, consume part of the water that is diverted.  Does this 
measure have the potential to prohibit or otherwise limit consumptive uses?  YES 
 
Prepared by the Colorado Water Congress 
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